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Meg Abbott-Walker 

Meg Abbott-Walker is Sommelier at Lovebucket in Auckland, New Zealand, one of K Road's coolest 

and quirkiest small bars. Here, you can get a goat's chevre and honey truffle toastie, or hot smoked 

cow's cheese all served with an eclectic bar and wine selection including Aussie gems like Shobbrook 

Barossa Pet-Nat and Unico Zelo Dolcetto. Meg is also a Sake specialist, having worked in Melbourne 

and Auckland as a Sake Sommelier and she is developing a wine/sommelier consulting business. Meg 

is keen to learn about the innovation happening in Australia’s wine scene, and the experimentation 

that is occurring – discovering what grapes and wine styles really work within Australia's climate, 

dining culture and drinking culture. She also wants to see the gnarly old vines, and meet the people 

who work them. 

 

Sonja Anich  

Sonja Anich is the Wine Buyer at WoodPecker Hill, Moo Chow Chow and the Blue Breeze Inn, three 

Auckland ventures headed up by the talented duo of Mark Wallbank and Che Barrington. 

Barrington’s travels in other countries and the ‘things I miss’ are the inspiration behind his 

restaurants. His work at Longrain in Sydney was the impetus for Moo Moo Chow. The Blue Breeze 

Inn is a spice-scented salute to Pacific rim contemporary Chinese cuisine. And Woodpecker Hill 

shows his fascination with East meets West. The three different venues require some clever wine 

and food matching magic to balance the spice and smoke and fresh NZ fare...a balancing act Sonja 

performs with pizzazz. Sonja is particularly interested in experiencing the emerging alternative 

varieties available in Australia. 

 

Sara Bachiorri 

Sara Bachiorri is Head Sommelier at Chez Bruce in London, a restaurant that takes pride in the fact 

that some may consider it ‘old-fashioned’, because of its reluctance to indulge in gadgets and tricks 

in the kitchen. Winner of many awards (including a coveted Michelin Star), Chez Bruce delivers 

modern food based on classical and regional French/ Mediterranean cuisine. Chef Bruce Poole and 

business partner Nigel Platts-Martin are fanatical wine-lovers and are very proud of the restaurant’s 

wine list – one of the very best in the UK. Maintained by Sara, the ‘particularly interesting list’, as the 
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Michelin Guide calls it, offers many great and rare wines at their perfect drinking windows (including 

a fantastic array of Australian wines). Sara has worked in the London hospitality scene for over 8 

years and was included in the 100 most influential people in the UK drinks trade, recently released 

by Harpers. She is interested in new Australian trends, and discovering off-the-beaten-track 

producers. 

 

Iain Charlton  

Iain Charlton is part of the team at Noble Rot Wine Bar, working closely with Maciej Zimny. Before 

that he was a sommelier at New Zealand’s Whitebait Restaurant in Wellington, 2015 winner of 

Cuisine’s ‘Good Food’ Best New Restaurant in New Zealand, and winner of 1 Hat in 2015 & 2016. 

Whitebait’s wine list is expressive and elegant, featuring ‘mineral and textured’ and ‘smoky and rich’ 

whites, ‘elegant and structured reds’ and a nice list of orange and ‘funky’ wines. Iain has an 

incredible enthusiasm for all things wine (and beer) – but particularly all things natural. A ‘fun little 

tasting’ to start Saturday Service involves a Pilsner base co-fermented with Pinot Noir juice and he 

believes that ‘Pet Nat is the way forward for dining by the waterfront’. He is looking forward to 

experiencing the regional variations of Australian wine and – of course – the Natural scene. 

 

Candice Chow 

Candice Chow is originally from Hong Kong, but as the Maitre'd and wine coordinator at Rātā by Josh 

Emett, she now calls New Zealand’s Queenstown home. Rātā is headed up by celebrity chef and New 

Zealand Masterchef judge Josh Emett (who also established the Malaysian Hawker-style Madame 

Woo and Auckland’s Seafarers + Ostro). Emett worked in top restaurants around the world 

(including Este Este in Melbourne and with Gordon Ramsay in London and New York) before setting 

up Rātā. The Rātā wine list of ‘wonderful whites’ and ‘radiant reds’ (which Bob Campbell MW calls 

‘modest but adequate with a few gems’) is proudly NZ-rich, but has some nice Australian touches as 

well. Candice is interested in discovering Australia’s natural wines and the winemakers behind some 

of Australia’s natural cool-climate Pinot Noirs. 

 

Guillermo Cruz Alcubierre  

Guillermo Cruz Alcubierre is Head Sommelier at Spain’s famous Mugaritz restaurant in the Basque 

town of San Sebastián. Rated No. 7 on The World’s 50 Best Restaurant Awards 2016, and with two 

Michelin stars, the restaurant is headed up by chef Andoni Luis Aduriz, whose ‘Techno-emotional 

Spanish cuisine’ astounds with its intense flavours and modernist presentation. Conde Nast Traveller 

calls Mugaritz, ‘Spain's de facto cathedral of contemporary cuisine’ where you will be ‘thrilled, 



occasionally mystified and always entertained’. Amongst other awards, Guillermo has been voted 

the Best Sommelier of Spain, and the Best Cava Sommelier of Spain. He is looking forward to 

experiencing the great expression that Australian Shiraz delivers, and exploring the country’s diverse 

climates and regions.  

 

Cameron Douglas  

Cameron has a wealth of experience in fine wine. He is also New Zealand’s first – and only – Master 

Sommelier. He curates wine lists for a range of top New Zealand restaurants, and looks after the 

cellars of several private clients. He is Senior Lecturer in charge of the Wine and Beverage 

Programme at the Auckland University of Technology and also writes for a range of New Zealand 

wine publications. He is also a Senior Wine Judge for Cuisine Magazine, a Judge for National and 

International Wine Award Shows, is on the Board of Directors for the Court of Master Sommeliers 

Americas and Convenor for the New Zealand Sommelier of the Year. Cameron is interested in the 

impact of climate change on world viticulture, but is also keen to experience fantastic and complex 

cool climate Shiraz, and to find more great Riesling. 

  

Donald Edwards  

Donald Edwards is Sommelier at Temper in London’s fashionable Soho district. The restaurant is 

headed up by chef Neil Rankin who, as The Guardian puts it, has ‘been doing grandiose things with 

whole animals and fire for a while now...’ Donald, who was shortlisted for Imbibe’s ‘Innovator of the 

year’ award, co-founded Peckham Bazaar, which Jancis Robinson claimed had ‘one of the most 

extraordinary wine lists I have come across in the capital’. His wine list at Temper, which has to stand 

up to Temper’s smoky, meat-rich fare, is also an extraordinary piece of work (it features spectacular 

array of excellent Australian wines as well). Donald is interested in discovering wines with distinct 

regionality, as well as early-picked and natural styles. He is also keen to discover the wines from 

Barossa and McLaren Vale, Grenache in particular.  

 

Vinny Eng 

Vinny Eng is General Manager of San Francisco’s cult-like Tartine Bakery and Wine Director of the 

recently opened Tartine Manufactory, a mixed used production bakery, restaurant and culinary 

laboratory that was recently shortlisted by the James Beard Foundation Awards as a semifinalist for 

best new restaurant in America. The San Francisco Chronicle, calls Vinny’s wine list ‘most charming’; 

Wine and Spirits Magazine call it a list ‘rich in curiosities’. Vinny tries to ensure that the heritage, 



lineage and storytelling of the wine program mirrors the rich heritage and traditional artisanal 

techniques practised at Tartine. In Australia, he is keen to observe the convergence of classic 

Australian houses with a new generation of curious, thoughtful emerging producers focused on 

sustainable practices and preserving/expanding the diversity of local farming systems. He is an avid 

yogi and an advocate for mental health. 

 

Ying Guo 

Ying Guo is Senior Sommelier at the luxury Four Seasons Hotel Group in China. Ying has won first 

place at the China National Youth Sommelier Team Service Competition, the China's Best Sommelier 

of French Wine Competition, and the China National Sommelier Competition. She was also the third 

person in China to achieve the Advanced Sommelier Certificate. As the Four Seasons Sommelier for 

China, Ying is responsible for the support, training and education of the Sommeliers and Restaurant 

Managers in all Four Seasons hotels in China. Ying has also judged at the China’s Wine List of the 

Year Awards and the Decanter Asia Wine Awards. Ying is fascinated by terroir and wherever possible 

tries to visit regions to see where a particular wine is made. She is looking forward to visiting the 

vineyards and regions of Australia, and is particularly interested in Tasmanian sparkling. 

 

Hiroshi Ishida (Bio hasn’t been approved) 

Hiroshi Ishida is one of Japan’s most renowned Sommeliers. He has won Best Sommelier of Japan 

three times, came third in the Best Sommelier of the World at the A.S.I Competition in Montreal, 

and was recently crowned Best Sommelier of Asia & Oceania. His Sommelier career has seen him 

work with some of the top names in the business (including Alain Ducasse) and his achievements 

have seen him receive a Tokyo Master award from the governor of Tokyo, and a Contemporary 

Master Craftsman award. He is also a writer and educator, and has judged for the Decanter Asia 

Wine Awards. As a consultant, Hiroshi is called upon to create the wine lists for some of Japan’s 

finest restaurants. Though he has travelled the world in his many years as Sommelier, he has never 

been to Victoria, and is looking forward to discovering the region’s specialties. He is also interested 

in minimalist intervention and sustainable wine growing.  

 

Heidi Knudsen  

Heidi Knudsen is originally from Denmark, but is currently keeping extremely busy as Wine Buyer for 

the Ottolenghi Group and writes the lists for all three restaurants in London as well as sourcing the 

wine for the online store. The wine list there features an eclectic range of wines to accompany the 

fresh and flavoursome Ottolenghi fare, many of them organic or biodynamic, all of them made with 



great respect for the environment. Many of the wines come from small producers, dedicated to 

preserving indigenous grape varietals, and there is an interesting array of orange wines. In Australia, 

Heidi is keen to explore the natural wine scene, and to discover where Australian wine is at right 

now – and where it is going. She is also keen to find out whether Australian wine is ‘emotional’ like 

many European wines. 

 

Vladimir Kojic  

Vladimir Kojic comes from Novi Sad in Serbia, but it is as Head Sommelier in Thailand at Bangkok’s 

extraordinary Gaggan (ranked No. 23 in The World’s 50 Best Restaurant Awards 2016 and No 1 in 

Asia’s 50 Best Restaurants 2017) that he wields his wine expertise. Chef Gaggan Anand trained at 

Ferran Adrià's el Bulli, and the molecular and modernist wizardry he learned there is combined with 

childhood memories of Indian street food to spectacular, deconstructed effect. Vladimir oversees 

the remarkable wine list – also a technical feat of wine wizardry – matching wines to dishes like ‘The 

Story of a Fish Called Kin-Medai’ (from a menu written in emojis!). He is looking forward to 

discovering the emerging wines and producers that show the changing picture of Australia.  

 

Joo Lee 

Joo Lee is Sommelier at New York’s acclaimed Eleven Madison Park (ranked No. 3 in The World’s 50 

Best Restaurant Awards 2016). The iconic restaurant, headed up by Will Guidara and chef Daniel 

Humm has three Michelin Stars, Five Forbes Travel Stars, and has won a Grand Award from Wine 

Spectator which honours restaurants with an extraordinary wine program. Joo has an Advanced 

Sommelier’s Certificate from the Court of Master Sommeliers (and also a Bachelor’s Degree in 

chemistry, and a Doctorate in Pharmacy!). The restaurant’s 180 page wine list features an ‘inspired’ 

selection of 3500 wines – including a handful of Australian hidden gems from Jamsheed, Cloudburst 

and Timo Mayer. Joo is looking forward to tasting more of these hidden gems and lighter, cooler 

climate wines that express a ‘sense of place’. 

 

Meiyu Li 

Meiyu Li is the Wine Director at the luxury Park Hyatt Beijing Hotel. Her love of wine stemmed from 

a tasting of Chateau Meursault and she went on to study at Cafa Formation Sommelier School in 

Bordeaux. She also trained under M. Philippe Faure-Brac at Bistrot du Sommelier in Paris. The fine 

French influence is reflected in the Park Hyatt Beijing’s wine list, but alongside the finest French 

wines, guests can select from a glittering array of fine European wines, and considered choices from 

the US, New Zealand, Chile, Australia – and China. Meiyu is interested in tasting some organic and 



traditional wines, but believes that elegant and terroir-driven wines that match harmoniously with 

food to create a fine dining experience are the current trend. 

 

Feifei Liu 

Feifei Liu is the Hotel Sommelier at The Temple House, a luxury hotel in Chengdu in China. The 

Temple House inspires with its contemporary design and respect for Chengdu’s rich culture 

traditions.  To evoke a sense of history, guests enter the House via a beautifully-restored Qing 

Dynasty heritage building at the corner of the site. It has won numerous international as well as local 

awards, including Best Luxury Hotel and Best Hotel of Culture and Art Design. It has also won awards 

for its wine list, including “Best Wine List Western China” in the 2016 China's Wine List of The Year 

Awards. Feifei was trained at Cafa Formations in Bordeaux, and honed her vinous education at 

Château Marquis de Terme in Margaux and Château Haut-Bailly in Pessac-Léognan. Feifei is 

interested in the diversity of grapes and wine that Australia has to offer, from cool climate sparkling 

to old vine offerings from the Barossa Valley. 

 

Yang Lyu 

Yang Lyu is the Corporate Director of Wine for the luxury Shangri-La Hotels and Resorts group. Yang 

studied Viticulture and Winemaking in Canada, and spent 3 years as Sommelier at the Peninsula in 

Shanghai. He has won the Best Sommelier Greater China award, as well all 3 major sommelier 

competitions in China.  Yang was the first person from Greater China to pass the Court of Master 

Sommeliers Advanced Sommelier examination. Yang is responsible for steering the Shangri-La's 

extensive Wine Programme and sommelier team for the entire group.  He is also an experienced 

educator, judge and wine writer. Yang is looking forward to experiencing the new trend and 

progressive styles of Australian wines, and is particularly interested in wines from cool climate 

regions.  

 

Heidi Mäkinen 

Heidi Mäkinen’s first wine job was in Oxfordshire in England, but her Sommelier skills were honed at 

Restaurant C in Tampere, a fine dining establishment in her home country of Finland. Headed up by 

chef Ilkka Ilomäki, using organic, biodynamic and ethical ingredients, the restaurant features dishes 

like pork skin with sage, reindeer lichen, and fish wing tempura. Heidi is now back in England once 

more as a Sommelier at 67 Pall Mall in London, a unique private members’ club in the heart of 

historic St James. Founded by wine lovers for wine lovers, members can enjoy access to an 

astonishing cellar that holds some of the finest and rarest wines in the world. Heidi is particularly 



interested in cool-climate Australian wines, and learning more about regional food and wine 

specialties. 

 

Larissa Muller  

Larissa Muller originally hails from Brazil, has found her way to Hamiton in New Zealand - Auckland’s 

aspiring little sister city in the beautiful Waikato region. Here she’s sharing and enhancing her love of 

food and great wine. Larissa is the restaurant manager at Palate - a premier restaurant that’s been 

awarded Best Regional Restaurant in New Zealand in the Cuisine NZ Restaurant of the year awards, 

not once but twice. Head chef and owner Mat McLean and his talented team create fresh, seasonal, 

top quality produce matched to an elegant wine list that includes local NZ specialties and a small 

range of fine wines from top regions around the world, including Australia. While currently studying 

for her WSET wine qualification, Larissa works alongside the head chef pairing wines with the menu. 

Larissa has a particular passion for rieslings of all varieties and wines with unusual or exceptional 

flavours. 

 

Guy Palmer-Brown (Bio hasn’t been approved)  

Guy Palmer-Brown is Head Sommelier of the Clove Club – an outfit that started out as a tiny supper 

club hosted in a London flat. Now in its new home in Shoreditch Town Hall, it’s one of the hottest 

restaurants in London, ranked No. 26 at The World’s 50 Best Restaurant Awards 2016 (it also won 

The Highest New Entry Award). Scottish chef Isaac McHale looks after the food (like haggis 

doughnuts and hay-smoked Mallard), whilst Guy takes care of the delicate art of finding the perfect 

wine match. The wine list is compact but classy, all available by the glass. Guy has a Bsc in 

Biomedical Sciences and a Bachelor’s in Viticulture and Oenology and is currently studying to 

become a Master of Wine. He loves old school Aussie Shiraz (especially when paired with smoked 

beef) but is looking forward to seeing what the next generation of winemakers in Australia have in 

store. 

 

Tara Patrick 

Tara Patrick is Wine Director at Mourad – a Michelin-starred restaurant run by Mourad Lahlou which 

combines traditional Moroccan food with artisanal Californian ingredients and a contemporary twist. 

Tara’s interest in wine began while working in a small neighbourhood bistro and wine retailer – an 

interest that grew into an adventure combining sensory experience with culture, history, and 

science. Now, as Wine Director, Tara embraces the challenge and fun of pairing the perfect wine to 

Mourad’s bold and flavoursome dishes inspired by the Spice Route. This is Tara’s first time to 



Australia, and she is very excited to experience the different wine communities. She has a particular 

interest in cool climate styles – but wants to keep an open mind at the same time. 

 

Alessandro Perricone 

Alessandro Perricone, born in New York and raised in Italy, is the Head Sommelier for some of top 

Copenhagen restaurants, including Relae, which was ranked No. 40 in The World’s 50 Best 

Restaurant Awards 2016. Alessandro is also the director of Vinikultur, a boutique wine importer 

specialising in European wines (with a back vintage catalogue of Barolo that fills Italian wine 

connoisseurs with awe). Relae is a fine dining establishment, but it runs a creative, unrestrained 

kitchen, and has been ranked as the world’s most sustainable restaurant two years running. Their 

ethical and sustainable philosophy shines through in the menu, where most of the produce is 

certified organic, and in the exceptional wine list as well. Alessandro is very keen to discover more 

about Australia’s natural and organic wines. 

 

Piotr Pietras 

Piotr Pietras is Head Sommelier at the esteemed South Kensington Launceston Place restaurant in 

London – a fine dine establishment once favoured by Princess Diana. The kitchen is headed up by 

the talented (and highly awarded) Ben Murphy, who has trained in a number of Michelin-starred 

restaurants in London, Paris and New York. Piotr started his career at the Sheraton in Poland. He 

then created one of Poland’s biggest wine lists – a list that has consistently earned Wine Spectator’s 

Award of Excellence each year. Piotr holds the Court of Master Sommeliers Advanced certificate, 

and won the Best Polish Sommelier competition in Warsaw in 2015, retaining the title in 2016 as 

well. He also made it to the top 10 in the Best Sommelier of the World competition in Argentina in 

2016 and is a judge at the Decanter World Wine Awards. Piotr is very interested in the diversity of 

Australian wine, and is looking forward to trying cool climate Pinot, the different faces of Riesling, 

and Margaret River Cabernet. 

 

Edmundo Farrera 

Edmundo Farrera is Sommelier at Ostro and Seafarer’s Members Club at the historic Britomart 

complex on Auckland’s waterfront. He also takes care of the drinks at Auckland’s Azabu on Ponsonby 

Road, The Corner and Fukuko. Born in Mexico, he has travelled around the world, working with 

some top names, including Alain Ducasse, Nuno Mendez at Viajante, and Tim Atkin MW. Though he 

has always been interested in wine, his career as Sommelier was something that ‘happened’, rather 

than something he sought out, and his knack of being in the right place at the right time over the last 



20 years or so (and seizing opportunities when they arise) has given him an incredible wealth of wine 

experience. His wine lists reflect this vast experience, and includes an eclectic and exciting selection 

of regional specialties from around the world – including Australia. 

 

John Schafer 

John Schafer grew up near Denver wrangling horses, chickens, goats, dogs, and rabbits on a small 

ranch. Cooking was a family affair with his parents and three sisters each taking responsibility for a 

different dish. He attended the Culinary Institute of America and has since wrangled his way into the 

top spot at Alinea – Chicago’s innovative, modernist ‘emotional and provocative’ establishment with 

a 650-strong wine list. Along with being ranked No. 15 in The World's 50 Best Restaurants 2016, 

Alinea has four times been named the Best Restaurant in America and is one of only 13 restaurants 

in the U.S. to earn a coveted Michelin 3-Star rating. He is looking forward to sampling some new 

styles and exploring Australia’s varied wine regions. 

 

Carl Villeneuve-Lepage  

Carl Villeneuve-Lepage is Sommelier at Toqué! in Quebec, recently ranked No 1. In Canada’s top 100 

restaurants. Toque! was established nearly 25 years ago by Chef Normand Laprise and Christine 

Lamarche, and their farm-fresh Québécois dishes and tasting menus put the restaurant on the 

Canadian culinary map. Toque! boasts a range of top restaurant awards and glittering reviews from 

Wine Spectator, Gourmet, GQ Magazine and Food & Wine. Carl won Quebec's Best Sommelier 

Competition in 2014 and earned his advanced-level Sommelier certification with the Court of Master 

Sommeliers in 2015. He oversees an extensive wine list, and is interested in the specificity of regions. 

He is also keen to meet the producers of new and exciting styles of wine, walk the vineyards, and 

learn the history of Australian wines. 

 

Pathompong Wangmanao  

Pathompong (Tui) Wangmanao is Sommelier at Nahm (ranked No. 37 in The World’s 50 Best 

Restaurants 2016) at the COMO Metropolitan Hotel in Bangkok. Nahm is the venture of renowned 

Australian chef David Thompson (of Darley Street Thai fame in Sydney, voted best Thai Restaurant 

by the Sydney Morning Herald eight years in a row). Along with making the Top 50 in the world, 

Nahm has also been named Best Restaurant in Asia. Tui is no slouch on the awards front either, 

winning first place at Thailand’s prestigious (and notoriously difficult) ‘Best Sommelier Competition’. 

His enthusiasm for his role and passion for wine is a joy to experience. Tui loves Australian Shiraz, 



and is thrilled to be visiting Australia and seeing what the regions have to offer. A visit to the Barossa 

would be ‘a dream come true’.  

 

Theresa Woessner 

Theresa Woessner is Sommelier at The Lodge Bar in Queenstown, a venture of the famous ‘Rodd & 

Gunn’ clothing outfitters. In the same way that Rodd & Gunn’s iconic clothes take inspiration from 

New Zealand’s picturesque landscape, the Lodge Bar takes inspiration from the land as well. The 

menu, created by Matt Lambert of the Michelin-starred Musket Room in New York, features items 

listed under the headings of ‘Trees, Shells, Fins, Hooves, Salt, Sugar and Udder’. The wine list, 

curated by Cameron Douglas MW, is intricately linked to the landscape as well, and features local 

producers, hard-to-find varietals and select vintages. Theresa is keen to explore the Melbourne food 

and wine scene, and is particularly interested in fine Sparkling wine from Tasmania ... another 

rugged and picturesque landscape which reflects the Rodd & Gunn heritage and ethos. 

 

Seju Yang  

Seju Yang is Chef Sommelier at S'accapau in Tokyo, a restaurant specialising in ‘creative Italian 

Cuisine + Wine’. The + Wine part involves a special focus on naturally crafted or ‘Vin Naturel’ wines. 

Besides the regular wine list, S'accapau offers more than 100 kinds of "Off the list" hardly acquirable 

wines along with the flow of the seasons. Seju has extensive experience both in Japan and NYC in the 

art of matching the complex and challenging flavors of contemporary cuisine to wine, and the 

ceremony, tradition, and complexity it involves. He brings incredible enthusiasm and rigour to the 

task, and is always seeking out undiscovered possibilities of wine and food pairings. Seju is 

interested in discovering more of the natural wine scene in Australia, and visiting vineyards with a 

sustainable focus. He is also keen to understand the philosophy of emerging talents, and to explore 

the exciting new ideas and trends in Australian wine today. 

 

Wayne Shennen  

Wayne Shennen is an Advanced Sakè Specialist (one of only a handful in Australasia) at Ebisu, the 

renowned Japanese restaurant in Auckland’s historic Britomart complex. Here, highly skilled chefs 

with both Japanese and European expertise take traditional izakaya ‘small dish’ food and give it a 

contemporary, modern twist. Wayne’s love for Sake is expressed in the appealing and fascinating 

Sake list, but he concedes that even some Japanese have trouble appreciating Sake, let alone the 

Kiwis. Fortunately, Wayne is also a certified Sommelier and wine specialist as well – and Ebisu boasts 

an equally appealing and fascinating wine and drinks list. Wayne is looking forward to exploring the 



terroir and history of Australian wine, and is particularly interested in the revival of high quality 

Chardonnay. He is also keen to discover the perfect pairing to kangaroo. 

 

Fahara Zamorano 

Chilean born Fahara Zamorano is Head Sommelier at Gwen LA. Voted the most beautiful restaurant 

in America by Eater magazine, Gwen LA is a specialty butcher shop and fine-dining establishment 

owned by renowned Aussie chef Curtis Stone and his brother Luke. (And it’s named after their Gran, 

whose Melbourne farm served as inspiration.) Fahara holds a level 3 diploma certificate with the 

International Sommelier Guild and was also Sommelier at Alinea, Chicago’s iconic restaurant (ranked 

No. 15 in The World's 50 Best Restaurants 2016). Fahara’s wine list at Gwen boasts a large selection 

of wines from around the world, and some fine Australian wines that show off the restaurant’s 

Aussie connection. Fahara is excited to experience the great outdoors of Australia, and to learn all 

that the varied regions have to offer. 

 

Maciej Zimny 

Maciej Zimny is originally from Poland, but he has found a new home in New Zealand – he even won 

the NZ Sommelier of the Year award in 2015. He also spent 4 years in Australia, including a stint as 

Sommelier at Aria. Now Maciej has created his own wine adventure with some wineloving friends at 

the Noble Rot Wine Bar in Wellington – a venture they established a bare 10 months ago. Their aim 

is to create a vibrant, welcoming space and translate wine’s simplicity, beauty, individuality and 

sense of place without pretentiousness, exclusivity or formality. The Noble Rot Wine Bar also hosts 

wine education evenings where customers can meet winemakers, and learn about different styles of 

wine. Maciej is looking forward to meeting other Sommeliers in Australia and discovering alternative 

styles of Australian wines, as well as discussing the natural wine movement and the phenomenon of 

orange wines. 

 

Seamus Williams-Sharkey  

Seamus Williams–Sharkey is Head Sommelier at The Ledbury in London’s Notting Hill, headed up by 

the renowned Brett Graham, an Australian chef who began his cooking career in Newcastle, aged 15. 

The Ledbury has two Michelin Stars, and was ranked No. 14 in The World’s 50 Best Restaurants 

2016. It has also been voted Best Restaurant in the UK – several times over. Seamus’s Sommelier 

career has taken him all around England’s fine dining Michelin-starred establishments, including The 

Nut Tree Inn in the Cotswolds, Hampton Manor near Birmingham, and Restaurant Story in London. 

Hugely passionate about the industry, his breadth of knowledge and desire to exceed guest 



expectations is at the forefront of his approach to wine service. This passion can be seen in the 

extensive and impressive 40 page wine list at The Ledbury (which, not surprisingly, includes some 

excellent Australian offerings) all at their perfect drinking window. 

 

 


